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TALITA RUAS MADERI
FOTO
RECUADRO:
Home University: UNIVERSIDADE ESTADUAL DO SUDOESTE DA BAHA
Current career: PROFESSOR AT UNIVERSIDADE ESTADUAL DO SUDOESTE DA BAHA
E-mail: taliruas@uesb.edu.br
My exchange at UNIFÉ was a unique experience. It was really nice to learn Spanish language
through interesting courses such as Peru’s gastronomy and history. I felt like a home student
thanks to the friendship of people who welcomed me, people such as students, professors and
other workers. In the other hand, having this experience has influenced in some job selections
and interviews I attended. It is almost a year since I left Brazil ant went to Lima, but this
experience is still present in my daily life. In my next travel, I will surely go to Lima to visit these
very special people I met there and at UNIFÉ as well as learn more about this really charming
country …
FOTO
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TESTIMONY
ANE CAROLINE PEREIRA CRUZ
FOTO
RECUADRO:
Nationality: Brazilian
City: Dourados – State of Mato Grosso do Sul
University: Universidade Federal da Grande Dourados

E-mail: anecarolinecruz@gmail.com
Ane Pereira Cruz is a Brazilian student who is undertaking studies in the Early Childhood
Education program during the semester 2013 – I. We had a conversation with her to know her
experience in our institution.
Why were you interested in coming to UNIFÉ?
Because this university has an excellent program of general Education and is recognized for
being one of the most trained universities in this area.
What are your first impressions about UNIFÉ?
I am really surprised because I did not expect such a high academic level. Professors are very
well qualified and they have a valuable experience. The philosophy of this university is highly
rich in the humanistic field and that is really important for my training. My home university also
provides the program of Pedagogy. Sometimes, however, time is limited for deepening various
levels (early, primary, special and adult education) in four years. Here, I can study, for example,
learning in children in greater detail.
What do you think about our city?
The traffic in Lima surprised me very much, but it was amazing to see how well – preserved is
history in terms of architecture, museums and archaeological places. I also liked ceviche but I
have a curiosity: Do you eat chicken every day?
What courses do you like the most? Why?
I really enjoy Early Stimulation course because I never imagined a course where theory and
practice were so connected. It was the best course I’ve ever taken in my life! I am also very
satisfied with Peruvian History and Culture course because there are lots of things to learn.
Would you like to come back to Peru?
Yes, I am pleased with all. I would even love to start my career here, at UNIFÉ, because I am
satisfied with the level of training but more specially with the social commitment they inculcate.
I also like the idea of developing my Spanish level. When I came to Lima, I did not speak any
single word, but now people can understand what I say.
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What is PAME – UDUAL?
PAME – UDUAL is the Educational Mobility Academic Program of the Union of Latin America and
the Caribbean Universities. It started in 2003 with a pilot study. From 2006, it was established
as a permanent program with the next aims: Promote the internationalization and integration
among universities affiliated to the Union and contribute to the development of an international
experience to enrich the training of undergraduate students as well as the institutional
strengthening through the establishment of strategic alliances.

Which universities have been in touch with UNIFÉ during the period of 2013 – 2014?
The convocation 2013 – 2014 correspond to the semesters 2013 – 2 and 2014 – 1. This year, we
have worked with the Academic Network of Mobility No. 9 which includes the following
universities: Universidad de La Sabana, Chía, COLOMBIA. Universidad del Noroeste, A.C,
Tampico, Tamaulipas, MÉXICO. Universidad Católica Santa María La Antigua, Panamá, PANAMÁ.
Universidade Estadual do Sudoeste da Bahia, Bahia, BRAZIL.
Although participation with the rest of UDUAL’s universities is not banned, it is recommended
that exchange is preferably at the international level.
What are the benefits of studying abroad for an academic semester?
The benefits are enriching from any point of view. In respect of studies, the student has the
possibility of training courses that are missing in her own curricular structure or being enrolled
in any other course that is not considered in her Program. She also has the possibility of having
contact with an academic institution different from hers, in which young university students
have their own regulations, statutes and lifestyles. Students, professors and people in general
with whom they have contact belong to another culture, which means a very valuable
experience forwarding respect for others. The very fact that living on our own for a semester
means a personal growth which will surely redefine our personalities in order to have a broad,
tolerant and positive view of things.
Will I be delayed at university if I leave a term?
It is possible but all you will learn, life and academic experience is timeless. Just think about it,
how much money and time it will cost to travel abroad for taking a course in an academic
semester once you are graduated? I always recommend to choose missing subjects to do not
feel like I am missing the academic term.
What is the procedure to be followed to apply for?
Review the information published on the website – UNIFÉ STUDENT AND PROFESSOR, verify if
you qualify and search among the educational offerings of PAME – UDUAL.
What are the next convocations?
PAME – UDUAL has convened for semesters 2013 – 2 and 2014 – 1. Each university has its own
programming.
For specific information visit.
http://www.udual.org/PAME/13/Plazas.pdf
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LEARN ABOUT UNIVERSITIES FOR WOMEN AROUND THE WORLD
You have probably think that UNIFÉ is one of the few or the only women’s university abroad.
Fortunately, other important universities in the world also share the idea to emphasize the role
of women in education. Here, a brief introduction.
IMAGEN

Smith College Massachusetts – United States
Smith College opened in 1875 with 14 students. Nowadays, this institution is considered as one
of the biggest universities in the United States because it has more than 48.000 undergraduate
students, 7.000 in postgraduate and 285 professors working on 41 academic programs.
Additionally, it allows preparation in Master and Ph.D. degrees for male students.
http://www.smith.edu/
Here, other universities dedicated to women’s training in the United States:
Mount Holyoke College https://www.mtholyoke.edu/
Wellesley College http://www.wellesley.edu/
Bryn Mawr College
http://www.brynmawr.edu/
Barnard College http://barnard.edu/
IMAGEN
Asian University for Women (AUW)
Its purpose: to educate a new generation of leaders in Asia. To this effect, this university is
committed to provide a quality education to young people of South, South-East Asia and the
Middle East from different cultures, religions and socioeconomic levels.
Despite being a university with about 3000 students, it can provide a personalized education. It
offers undergraduate studies on:
Asian Studies
Biology
Environmental Sciences
Politics, Philosophy and Economy
Public Health
http://asian-university.org/index.htm
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IMAGEN
China Women’s University (CWU)
It was founded in 1949 and currently it has 160 professors and 3.300 undergraduate students.
China Women’s University is the only higher institution funded by the government for training
of women in China. Since it was set up, CWU has been focused on training talented women
around the world, helping them to become professionals with many abilities to deal with needs
of XXI century.

http://www.admissions.cn/cwu/index.html
IMAGEN
Lady Shri Ram College for Women, New Delhi
It opened in 1956 with 243 students in New Delhi and now it has around 2000 students.
Lady Shri Ram College – LSR has become one of the 5 most prestigious universities according to
Indian Today. LSR offers 16 undergraduate and 10 postgraduate programs respectively which
include courses in Primary Education and Journalism.
It also provides short courses in art appreciation, women in politics, communication skills and
French, Russian and Spanish language courses.
http://www.lsrcollege.org/
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UNIFÉ IS PRESENT IN WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY OF SOOKMYUNG IN SOUTH KOREA
As a part of the Academic Agreement between UNIFÉ and University of Sookmyung in South
Korea, the “Workshop for e-Business Training Content Development” took place from Monday
19 to Friday 23 November 2012 and it was co-organized by United Nations for South-South
Cooperation, (U.N.D.P) and “APWINC” institution of the “University of Sookmyung” in South
Korea.
The workshop was focused on training of Introduction Modules, Socioeconomic Role of Woman,
Economy Principles, Information Retrieval and Management, Promotion and Marketing,
Protection and Security of Information and finally Social Networks.
IMAGEN
Representatives of Colombia, Ecuador and Peru also participated in the workshop.
Representing Peru, the Female University of the Sacred Heart – UNIFÉ (acronym in Spanish), the
Ministry of Women and Vulnerable Populations – MIMP (acronym in Spanish) participated.
Meanwhile, as representatives of our university, Mrs. Maria del Carmen Ferrúa Allen, Director
of Planning Office at UNIFÉ and Ph.D. Gladys Kuniyoshi Guevara, Director of the Academic
Program of System Engineering and Information Technologies Management UNIFÉ attended the
event.
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Language Center of Universidad Femenina del Sagrado Corazón (CIU, in Spanish)
Language Center of UNIFÉ has as a main objective the teaching of foreign languages to the
university community through a high-quality program, with the purpose of developing and
strengthening skills which allow them to obtain an optimal training for their professional
development in pursuit of academic opportunities abroad, such as scholarships, conferences,
congresses, international events, exchanges; furthermore, the access to technology and
communication promoting the internationalization. To achieve such goals, CIU has professors

specialized in the latest methodologies; with a suitable environment of study providing courses
on the same university campus; a diversity and flexibility of schedules; and an investment
without competition. CIU starts its courses the first week of each month during all year without
interruption.
CIU offers English, French, Portuguese, Italian and Mandarin Chinese language courses. It also
provides a high and efficient training for the international exams of such languages, a
requirement for studying abroad.
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COOPERATION AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ON UNIFÉ WEBSITE
Did you know that Commission for Cooperation and International Relations also provides
information through the website of UNIFÉ? This area is divided in: Student and Professor UNIFÉ;
Foreign Student at UNIFÉ; Agreements and Networks; Projects and Consultancy; and Contact.
IMAGEN
Here, some of the scholarships you can find on our website and, which you can apply for:
>Pacific Alliance Program Scholarships. This convocation is closing on June 14.
Click here for more information
>German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) Scholarships for artists and architects: Study
Scholarships. This convocation is closing on September 28.
Click here for more information
>Research Stays of German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) for professors and scientists.
This convocation is closing on October 1 for stays between January 1 and December 31, on
January 1 for stays between April 1 and March 31, on April 1 for stays between July 1 and June
30.
Click here for more information
>Organization of American States Scholarships for undergraduate studies (on-site or by
distance) This convocation is closing on October 31, 2013.
Click here for more information
> Educational Mobility Academic Program of the Union of Latin America and the Caribbean
Universities Scholarships. For this convocation, each university has an independent
programming.
Click here for more information
GRANTS FOR SHORT COURSES OFFERED BY ISRAELI GOVERNMENT:
>Psycho-Social Care and Support for Children and Adolescents Infected and/or Affected by HIV
& Aids (from 8/12/13 to 8/29/13) Institution: Golda Meir Monte Carmel International Training
Centre.
Candidate application deadline: 6/14/13

>Management of emergency situations (from 8/15/13 to 8/26/13) Institution: International
Institute for Leadership.
Candidate application deadline: 7/5/13
>Integral and Sustainable Management of Water for the development of the agricultural sector
(from 10/15/13 to 11/6/13) Institution: International Center of Cooperation for Agricultural
Development.
Candidate application deadline: 8/20/13
>Efficient Water Management (from 10/15/13 to 11/15/13) Institution: International Center of
Cooperation for Agricultural Development.
Candidate application deadline: 8/20/13
> Vegetable production in protected environment (from 10/6/13 to 10/30/13) Institution:
Volcani Agricultural Complex.
Closing date for submission of candidatures: 8/23/13
> Water management: decision making environmental aspects & risk assessment (from 7/10/13
to 10/31/13) Institution: Robert Smith Faculty of Agriculture, Food & Environment – Hebrew
University of Jerusalem.
Candidate application deadline: 9/8/13
> Food security & grain storage (from 12/2/13 to 12/17/13) Institution: Institution: International
Center of Cooperation for Agricultural Development.
Candidate application deadline 9/23/13
> Training principals and educational supervisors (from 10/14/13 to 11/7/13) Institution: Aharon
Ofri International Center of Training.
Candidate application deadline: 9/10/13
>Municipal Projects for citizen security (from 10/2/13 to 10/22/13) Institution: International
Institute for the Leadership – Histadrut.
Candidate application deadline 8/15/13
>Education for Science and Technology (from 9/30/13 to 10/24/13) Institution: Aharon Ofri
International Center of Training.
Candidate application deadline 8/22/13
All lodging, food and transportation expenses within the courses period are covered by the
Israeli Agency of Cooperation and International Development (MASHAV) and the total price of
international airline ticket is responsibility of the accepted applicants.
Click here for more information.
(MASHAV SECTION – AVAILABLE COURSES)
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